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ABSTRACT

Surface states are studied in dependence on thickness of organic quantum wells within

the nearest layer approximation. It is shown that there is a material-dependent critical

thickness. Structures, that have thickness thinner or thicker than the critical one, exhibit

qualitatively different characteristics of surface states. Criteria for existence and sign rules

for location of energy levels of surface states are established which are general and contain

the results of the previous works as particular cases.
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Interest in organic heterostructures appears to have greatly increased in recent years,

especially since the successful growth of organic super-lattices1'2. The optical properties

of organic quantum wells (OQW's) are mainly due to Frenkel excitons and play a crucial

role in realizing various types of future photonic devices. To properly understand the

optical properties, one should first explore the electronic structures. In bounded systems

like OQW's the electronic structure may exhibit surface states (SS's) which bring about

interesting phenomena such as dead borders, excitation traps, etc. Naturally to imagine

that characteristics of SS's in thin OQW's differ from those in thick ones. However, what

is the critical thickness that separates between "thin" and "thick"' ? And, on what does

this critical thickness depend ? To answer the above-posed questions is an attempt of the

present letter. Another attempt is to outline the main results regarding the number and

the location of energy levels of possible SS's in dependence on the OQW's parameters.

Most of previous theoretical works dealt with hypothetical semi-infinite surface crystals

obtained by cleavage between two adjacent crystalline planes of a perfect infinite crystal3.

This model, within the nearest neighbor approximation, leads to (see, e.g., Refs. 4 and

5) 1 SS, whose energy level lies above (below) the bulk band if

A + R < 0 and A < 0 (A - R > 0 and A > 0), (1)

where A denotes the difference of the site shift terms at the surface and R the inter-site

excitation transfer term. Reference 6 studied an N-layer OQW with an assumption of the

same difference of the site shift terms A at the two surfaces (i.e., two outermost crystalline

layers), and found the following criteria

A 2 < £ 2 :OSS,

R2 < A2 : 2 SS's.
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Here we consider a more realistic geometry, namely, an N-layer (N > 3, for JV = 1

and 2 see Refs. 7 and 8, resp.} OQW with dielectric constant t sandwiched between two

different dielectric media with dielectric constants e\ and e2, Fig. 1. The two interfaces

separating the OQW region from the two surrounding media are assumed to be rough-less

planes parallel to the planes of the tayers. The Hamiltonian of the OQW can then be

transformed into a form which consists of two kinds of terms9'10. The terms of the first

kind describe free 2D excitons in individual layers, while the terms of the second kind are

responsible for interactions between the excitons in different layers

H = E £ k
Jf 1 = 1

where the prime excludes the term with n' = n, Bn% , B+^ are operators of a 2D exciton

with in-layer wave vector k and energy En(k) in layer n, and Rnn/(k) the interaction

between excitons in layers n and n', Note that because of the image charge effect due to

abrupt changes of the dielectric constants at the interfaces, exciton energies in different

layers are, in general, different. This fact is essential for the appearance of surface states.

In Refs. 9 and 10, a highly simplified model was adopted where t!n(k) = E(k), i.e., the

n-dependence was neglected. Such a model misses contribution due to possible surface

states.

The eigen-problem of (3) can of course be solved numerically. Numerical solutions,

however, cannot make clear classification among the thus obtained eigen-states. As one

might expect, due to the presence of the interfaces and to the inter-layer interaction the

eigen-states may be classified as propagating or localized states. To get an insight into

the nature of the eigen-states, it is necessary to solve (3) analytically. This can be done

by using some approximations. Making use of the fact that /?„„< decrease quickly as a
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function of inter-layer separation11'12, one can resort to the nearest layer approximation

(NLA), second nearest layer approximation, third nearest layer approximation and so

on. Let us limit our consideration to the NLA only. This approximation is valid for the

structures in which R = Rn,n±i > Rn,n±m with m > 1. Within the NLA, among the

many parameters, there remain Ej, E, E/v (exciton energies in layers n = 1, 1 < n < N,

n = N) and R (the interaction between two nearest layers). Using the eigen-function

by the Heitler-London-Heisenberg method6 and the Schrodinger equation for the OQW,

we have obtained, for the eigen-energy £ and the extension coefficients gn of the eigen-

function, the following set of difference equations:

(£-Ex)9i =Rg2,

(£ - E)gn = R(gn_x + gn+1), 1 < n < N ,

(£ — E^)g^ = Rg^-i •

(4)

(5)

(6)

The general solution of (5) is13 a linear combination of the four functions exp[(±K ± ip)n]

with K and p real and normalized by the layer spacing c. It is easy to prove that the

allowed values of K and p are classified into two cases:

• Case (i): K = 0, p ^ 0, which yield (a, /? are some coefficients)

gn = acos(pn) + /Jsin(pn) and £ = E + 2Rcos(p). (7)

• Case (ii): K ^ 0, p = wi, t integers or zero, which yield (8, i) are some coefficients)

<M = ( - i r ' [0e ' " ! + i?e-'m] and £ = E + 2{-l)'Rcosh{K). (S)

The states originating from Case (i) form an energy band and are called band states (BS's)

or propagating states, whereas those originating from Case (ii) correspond to energy levels
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(9)

TV |A, + AK\ - Vi>\ /(JV + 1), tu = \ [N |A, -f AJV| + Vs\ /(N + 1), S =

located outside the above-said band and are referred to as SS's or localized states. To find

the number of BS's and SS's, we have to determine p and («, () so that (7) and (8) satisfy

the two special equations (4) and (6), too. As a result, we have obtained the following

criteria

' tM < \R\ : 0 SS (and JV BS's),

tm <\R\<tM : 1 SS (and N - 1 BS's),

\R\<tm : 2 SS's (and JV - 2 BS's),

where tm = \ |

(JV2 - l)(Ai - AN)2 + (A, + Aw)2, A, = E - Ex and AN = E - EN. The dominant

contribution to E, Ej, EH and R is the dipole-dipole interaction which can be evaluated by

Fourier transformation11'12 with the effect of image charges taken into account14. Suppose

for simplicity that each molecule has an equal dipole-moment fi and the in-layer lattice

basic vectors are a, b. Then, for jl parallel (||) and perpendicular (_L) to the layers, we

have obtained

(10)

(11)

e

where 7)tj = 1d\,-ijc with rfj (c^) the effective distance from layer 1 (JV) to the interface,

W{x) = ^f~ £ j l ? + k\exp(—2ira;c\g+ k\), and g the 2D reciprocal lattice vector.

In the simplified model9'10 ignoring the difference between dielectric constants of the

OQW region and the surrounding media, i.e., when Si = £2 = e, it follows from (10)

and (11) that A| = A/v = 0 yielding tm = tM = 0. Hence, in accord with (9), no SS's

are possible. In this case we get the same eigen-function as in Refs. 9 and tO, i.e., its

extension coefficients gn = y/2j(N + l)sin{nir/(N + 1)), which are solely of propagation

nature.

In another particular case studied in Ref. 6, when A! = AJV = A 5* 0, we get instead

of (2)

' A2 < R2
 : 0 SS (and N BS's),

( £ ^ ) 2 A 2 < r t 2 < A J : 1 SS (and JV - 1 BS's), (13)

R2 < ( £ ? T ) 2 A* • 2 SS's (and JV - 2 BS's).

Formally, our criteria (13) coincide with the criteria (2) for JV » 1, i.e., for thick OQW's.

For thin OQW's consisting of a few layers, the two sets of criteria strongly differ. Yet,

the terminologies "thick" and "thin" have a relative sense only. We shall make this issue

clearer now. Obviously, Criteria (2) and (13) are the same for \A/R\ < 1 when the OQW

has no SS's independently of its thickness. Also, for \A/R\ > 2, OQW's of any thickness

possess 2 SS's because in this case the inequalities A2 > (N — 1)2A2/(7V + I)2 > R2

always hold. For such parameters one cannot distinguish between thin and thick samples

arguing on the number of SS's. For 1 < \A/R\ < 2, however, 1 or 2 SS's may arise

depending on the OQW's thickness. Namely, there exists a critical thickness determined

by JV = JVC = {\A/R\ + l)/(|A/i2| - 1). We conventionally call the OQW thin (thick) if

its number of layers N < NC(N > Nc), The characteristics of the eigen-states of thin and

thick OQW's are different qualitatively. For thin OQW's, i.e., N < Nc (thick OQW's, i.e.,

JV > yVc), there is 1 SS (there are 2 SS's). The possible number of SS's is thus changing

from 1 to 2 when the OQW is going from "thin" to "thick". Figure 2 is a phase diagram

representing the domains of 0, 1 and 2 SS's in dependence on the thickness JV as well as

on the ratio \A/R\ (see figure caption). The possible existence of 1 SS is the merit of

our criteria (13). Note that JVC can be very large when \A/R\ is a little bit greater than



1. In this case Criteria (2) are invalid. For |A//i | close to but less than 2, Criteria (2)

is valid for thick OQW's (N > Nc) only. Our criteria (13) are applicable for arbitrary

thickness giving 1 SS for N < Nc (thin OQW's) and 2 SS's for N > Nc (thick OQW's).

The relative meaning of "thin" and "thick" can also be felt from the general geometry

when Ai ^ A^v. Figure 3 depicts |.ft|/tm and \R\jt\t as functions of iV for various values

of \R/Am\ and \R/AM\ (|Am| = min{|Ai|, |Ajv|}, |AM | = max{|A,|, \AN\}). From

Fig. 3, for \R/Am\ = O.S and \R/AM\ = 0.5, we see Nc ~ 5. Then, \R\ < im < tM

reveats 2 SS's for, say, N = 7 > 5 ~ Nr_ (thick OQW) in accord with (9). However, for

\R/Am\ = 0.9 and \R/AU\ = 0.6, we have Nc ~ 9. Then, for JV = 7 < 9 ~ 7VC (thin

OQW), we have tm < \R\ < tM revealing 1 SS in accord with (9). Hence, OQW's of the

same thickness N = 7 look thick (thin) and have 2 (1) SS's for \R/Am\ = 0.8 (0.9) and

|fl!/AM |=0.5(0.6) !

Our general criteria (9) set the existence conditions for the number of SS's which

depend on both the OQW's parameters (Aj, A<v, R) and its thickness (<x TV). In the

remainder, we briefly summarize our results regarding location of energy levels of the

possible SS's. This is determined by signs of A( and AN- AS seen from (10) and (11), the

signs of A, and A# are in turn governed by e, E\ and e2, and may be negative as well as

positive. Our detailed analysis has established the following useful sign rules:

• When A m A w < 0 and there are 2 SS's, i.e., line 3 in (9) is met, one of the SS's lies

above and the other below the energy band of the BS's.

• When AmAM < 0 and there is 1 SS, i.e., Sine 2 in (9) is met, the SS lies above

(below) the energy band of the BS's, if AM < 0 (AM > 0).

• When AmAw > 0, no matter how many SS's arise, these SS's lie above (below) the

energy band of the BS's, if AM < 0 (AM > 0).

• As a particular situation, our treatment gives for the semi-infinite case the following

results: there is 1 SS being located above (below) the energy band of the BS's, if

|A| > \R\ and A < 0 (A > 0). These conditions agree with (1).

• The sign of R plays no role in locating SS's but is of importance in describing the

optical properties. As seen from (12), the sign of R is sensitive to polarization

configurations.

It is worth noticing that the maximal number of possible SS's is 2 within the NLA.

If we go beyond the NLA, say, to the second nearest layer approximation, the involved

parameters will be Eu £',, E, £jv-i, EK, R and R, where E = En with 2 < n < N - 1,

R = R,,,n±i and R' s R,^n±'i- Then, instead of 3 difference equations as in the NLA, there

arise 5 equations which give at most 4 SS's. Therefore, discussion on the number of SS's

is meaningful only on the basis of a certain approximation for the inter-layer coupling.

Measurements of picosecond decay rates of multi-layer anthracene samples have been

done recently15'16. In anthracene interfaced with air, R is much smaller than A and ex-

periments might be compared with a theory17 that ignores the inter-layer interaction.

Nevertheless, in other crystals, for example Kr, the ratio \R/A\ seems as large as 0.645

and, thus, the inter-layer interaction can by no means be negfected. In principle, as men-

tioned above, by sandwiching an OQW between different media the ratios Ji/Ai,jy can be

tailor-made by choosing appropriate ex and es. Therefore, both the inter-layer interaction

and interaction with radiation field should be taken into account on the same footing to

explain the optical responses of OQW's. These deserve further efforts18.
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Figure captions

Fig.l:

N-Iayer OQW with dielectric constant e sandwiched between two media with dielec-

tric constants £i and £2. The inter-layer separation is c. The effective distances from the

outermost crystalline layers to the interfaces are denoted by d^ and d2.

Fig. 2:

Phase diagram versus N and |A/.R|. The boldface curve represents dependence of the

critical number Nc of layers of the OQW on \A/R\, i.e., Nc = {\A/R\ + 1)/(\A/R\ - 1).

The domain of existence of 1 SS is shaded and labelled 1. There are 2 (0) SS's in the

domain labelled 2 (0).

Fig. 3:

\R\/tm and \R\/tM versus N in the case of AmAM < 0, for \R/Am\ = 0.8, \R/AM\ =

0.5 (solid curves) and \R/Am\ = 0.9, \R/AM\ = 0.6 (dashed curves). Intersections of the

horizontal thin solid line with the curves |.ft|/tm determine the values of Nc. The vertical

thin solid line at N = 7 is drawn to guide the eyes (see Text).
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